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Are You a Grumpy Old Git? Quiz Book
Geoff T ibballs
Keynote
To discover whether you (or your loved ones) possess the grumpy gene, this
quiz book has been devised to gauge your reaction to hundreds of different
situations. Points are awarded for each answer and your total score indicates
where you rate on the grumpy scale.
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For decades, experts have been puzzled by what causes many previously happy, carefree
young men to become perpetual moaners as soon as they hit middle age. And now
they have found it, uncovered the truth behind the Holy Grail of modern medicine: the
grumpy gene.
To discover whether you (or your loved ones) possess the grumpy gene, this quiz book
has been devised to gauge your reaction to hundreds of different situations, from
airport scanning machines that never work to parcel delivery men who choose to ignore
the address clearly marked on the label and prefer to drop off your parcel at any random
house in the vicinity. Points are awarded for each answer and your total score
indicates where you rate on the grumpy scale.
Wry, funny and wonderfully well observed, this quiz book gives you all the tools you need
to test for the grumpy gene – in yourself or in the old git in your life. With questions
relating to weather, work, travel, gardening, technology, relationships, family and law and
order (to name but a few), no stone is left unturned to find the answer to that eternal
question: Are You a Grumpy Old Git?

Sales Points
The perfect gift for the grumpy old git (or the grumpy-old-git-in-waiting) in your life
Laugh-out-loud funny and wryly observed
From the author of The Grumpy Old Git’s Guide to Life, which has sold over 110,000
copies
Author available for PR
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